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Extraordinary Kayaks for  Extraordinary People

Visit www.SeawardKayaks.com 
to read about the El Nina Sisters at Sea Expedition, 

other Extraordinary Paddlers and all of Seaward's quality touring kayaks.

For a free Catalogue call 1 800 595 9755

Innovative designs for 
optimum comfort, safety & performance

North Island High

Snow Lines
Port Hardy

(250) 949-7669

Campbell River 
(250) 287-9274 

The adventure begins 1.5 hours north of Campbell River

Accommodations 
& Information  

1-888-668-6622

www.island.net/~cain
130 West Broadway, Vancouver. 872-7858
A lifetime share in MEC is only $5.00.
Call 1-800-663-2667 for a catalogue.
Visit www.mec.ca

By land, by sea, or by snow.

Equip yourself at MEC for all your self-propelled

wilderness adventures, from hiking the West Coast Trail,

paddling with the whales in Johnstone Strait, surf-

kayaking at Long Beach, or carving tele-turns in

Strathcona Park. We offer reliable clothing and

gear to get you there…and back.

Wildisle-09-00.p65 9/7/00, 2:50 PM1

The Island's

Show

• HtO Skateboard Demo

• Sports Rent Inline Skate Demo

• $4,000 in Free Trips & Prizes

• Over 25 Exhibitors for all your 
   Ski & Snowboard needs

• Fashion Show courtesy of Sport 
   Chek & Bonnie Pollard's Fashion 
    in Motion

• 4X4 Sport Utility Exhibit

Saturday, Oct 14

2000 10 AM
- 4 PM

Featuring

Ski
Snowboard

& Cedar Hill Recreation Centre
3220 Cedar Hill Rd.
(250) 595-7121

Adults $3
Seniors & Students $2
Kids 12 & under Free
Proceeds to Cedar Hill Community Preschool Playgrounds

Consignment Items*
$1 listing fee per item plus

15% commission on all items sold

Drop Off Times:
Fri, Oct 13, 6-9:30 pm
Sat, Oct 14, 8-9:30 am

*No poles or clothing accepted

MEGA
SWAP
& SALE
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www.avalanche.ca

CANADIAN

AVALANCHE

ASSOCIATION

CANADIAN

AVALANCHE

ASSOCIATION

www.avalanche.ca
P.O. Box 2759, Revelstoke, B.C. V0E 2S0
Tel: 250-837-2435 Fax: 250-837-4624
Voice Bulletins 1-800-667-1105
General Inquiries: canav@avalanche.ca

Courses • Avalanche Bulletins • Weather Forecasts

Play Safe

Get Informed
Keep Informed

CONTENTSCONTENTS
BC Parks View Point p 9

Victoria Peak  p 10

Sayward Canoe Circuit p 12

White River   p 16

Cover: Zak Cros, Surge Narrows
by Josie Boulding

Sheahan Wilson, Kyber Pass, Whistler.
Contents: Jan Nuspiel, rappelling onto 

summit glacier, Mt Colonel Foster.
by Philip StoneWILD ISLEWILD ISLE

www.wildislemagazine.bc.ca
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Another summer 
slips away and 

along with it all the 
visitors who’ve come 
from around the world to 
share our bit of paradise. 
Looks like the Indian 
Summer is just kicking 
into gear in time for a few 
more weeks of warmth 
before the rains of Fall 

come knocking. A chance to give the 
wilderness and its inhabitants a breather from 
human interaction after a busy summer.

If the adventures of 2000 are to be 
remembered for anything in the scheme of 
things it is likely to be the wildlife encounters 
that made it into the headlines through the 
year. The wolf attacks on Vargas Island in 
the spring, bear attacks in the Interior and 
more recently a close call by our own Jim 
Martin on Cracroft Island with a cougar that 
all but netted him (the cat that is) a brace of 
visiting seakayakers.

WILD ISLEWILD ISLE
Issue 13 - Oct. - Dec. 2000

Publisher/Managing Editor
Philip Stone

Advertising
Jim Martin

Art Director
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Associate Editors
Tanya Storr, Greg Shea
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Opinions expressed herein are those of the writers 
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dangerous with real risk of serious injury or death. In 

no way whatsoever should this magazine be taken to 

advocate participation in any activity portrayed. Wild 

Isle is provided for reading enjoyment only.
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Dates
Saturday & Sunday, Dec 2-3, 2000

Monday & Tuesday, Dec 16-17, 2000 

Call for more 
information
250-897-3254
pepi@island.net

Recreational Avalanche Awareness

• Canadian Avalanche Association Curriculum
• Certified and Experienced Instructors
• Customized Courses

Don't Leave Home Without It!

www.island.net/~hipski

EDITORIAL

Welcomes submissions.
Feature stories, photographs, artwork, press releases are all encouraged.
Send it in by eMail to: wildisle@island.net 
or by Canada Post to Box 482, Heriot Bay, BC V0P 1H0
We’re standing by to receive!

WILD ISLEWILD ISLE

Something of a reminder to us that despite 
the sound ethics most wilderness visitors 
profess, our very presence impacts the 
wildlife and their surroundings. The only 
good impact is no impact. Good thing the 
snow will soon be flying. The bears will settle 
down for the big kip and cougars can go back 
to what they do best. Struggling for survival 
on fresh venison instead of contracting 
gingivitis from decaying neoprene spray 
decks.

So bring on that snow, there’ll be exciting 
things ahead at both (or are there still three?) 
island ski hills this winter and Wild Isle will 
be there to tell all. Hard to believe but we 
will be gearing up for our fourth year in 
production in 2001. A huge thank you to all 
our contibuting writers, photographers and 
advertisers who’ve all helped make this by 
far the best year yet.

See ya in the snow!
Philip Stone
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Visit Vancouver Island's
newest paddlesport

specialty store centrally
located in Ladysmith BC

Seaward, Heritage
Rainbow, Riot

Serratus, Aquabound
Parlee, Northwater

Brooks, Whites

New & Used Kayaks
Ocean, Lake or Whitewater

Seaward, Heritage
Rainbow, Riot

Serratus, Aquabound
Parlee, Northwater

Brooks, Whites

The Centre of Vancouver Island
610 Oyster Bay Dr. Ladysmith BC

250 -245-7887
Mail orders welcome

New Route on Victoria Peak

Vancouver Island Marmot
Field Count - Only 38!
Good News, 9 New Pups Born

Scott Jackson and Mike Norton established 
a new alpine route on Victoria Peak this June 
12th. The “South Ridge” starts on the west 
face to the right of the base of the “Sceptre”. 
4th & low 5th class climbing leads up the 
west face to gain the crest of the ridge. A 
couple of 5.8 pitches lead to easier ground 
and the summit.

The party descended the route by rappel 
with respect to considerable soft snow 
covering the usual South Face route down.

A summer-long field count of Canada’s 
most endangered animal - the 

Vancouver Island marmot - has found just 
38 marmots left in the wild, reports Dr. 
Andrew Bryant, chief scientist of the Marmot 
Recovery Foundation.

But the lowest-ever marmot field count 
did contain some good news - 9 of the 38 
are healthy new pups born in the wild this 
spring. The total number of Vancouver Island 
marmots left in the world is now down to 
about  75, including those marmots removed 
from the wild for captive breeding at the 
Toronto and Calgary Zoos and the Mountain 
View Farm in Langely. There were about 
350 Vancouver Island marmots in the wild 
in 1989.

“These births in the wild are extremely 
good news for the survival of the species but 
we are still staring extinction in the face,” 
says Dr.Bryant. “Fortunately the captive 
breeding program has been a success and 

produced eight pups this spring at the Calgary 
Zoo, meaning that we’ve held the population 
level stable for the first time in 20 years.”

“Next year we anticipate a few more live 
births in captivity. If, combined with that , 
we have a good survival rate in wild, we can 
finally expect to see  the number of marmots 
start to rise,”said Dr.Bryant.

Dr.Bryant says the need to build a full 
scale breeding centre in marmot territory 
on Vancouver Island remains extremely 
critical to species survival, with the Marmot 
Recovery Foundation attempting to raise $6 
million to meet its goals.

Significant financial suppport from the 
provincial government, Weyerhaeuser, 
Environment Canada, TimberWest, and 
other private sponsers has encouraged the 
Foundation but donations from the public 
are still urgently needed. Visit the web site at 
www.marmots.org  to donate or to learn 
more. 

HAPPENINGS
Canadian Single Speed Championships Parksville
Sun, Oct 8
info: contact 250 248-6332

Victoria Ski & Snowboard Show  Cedar Hill Rec Centre  
Sat, Oct 14, 10am - 4pm

Comox Valley Snow Show  Courtenay, Filberg Centre
Sat, Nov 4, 11 am - 4 pm
info contact Mark Kardos fax: 250 339-9158

Banff Mountain Film Festival Tour Campbell River, Tidemark Theatre
Tues, Nov 21

Banff Mountain Film Festival Tour Nanaimo, Port Theatre
Wed, Nov 22

Banff Mountain Film Festival Tour Courtenay, Sid Williams Theatre
Fri, Nov 24
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VICTORIA- Local mountain climber, 
Katherine Brandt-Wells, has been invited to 
join IDEA 2000, the International Diabetic 
Expedition to Aconcagua in 2000, as a 
summit team member. Two years in planning, 
the all-volunteer project’s goals are to raise 
awareness of diabetes and funds for Latin 
American diabetics in need.

The expedition’s target is Argentina‚s Cerro 
Aconcagua, which at 22,834 feet (6965 m), 
is the highest point on earth outside the 
Himalaya and nearly half a mile taller than 
Alaska’s Denali. The climb will begin on 
December 26, 2000 and will take four weeks. 

The expedition team is made up of nine 
experienced mountaineers and six trekkers, 
all of whom are insulin-dependent diabetics. 
The team will reach base camp on New 
Year’s Eve and plan a summit bid between 
January 7 - 17, 2001.

Brandt-Wells, the only Canadian and one 
of only two women on the summit team, is 
intensively preparing during these final months 
- training and raising funds for what will be one 
of the most challenging climbs of her life.

“I am thrilled to be part of such a unique 
team from around the world whose members 
are showing what is possible through proper 
diabetes management,” states Brandt-Wells. 

“We intend to demonstrate to diabetics and 
non-diabetics around the world that diabetes 
doesn‚t have to keep one from leading a full and 
rewarding life complete with all experiences 
and activities enjoyed by anyone else.”

“For the members of the expedition team, 
reaching the summit of this great peak would 
certainly be a tremendous accomplishment,” 
says David Panofsky, a founder of the IDEA 
2000 project. “But for many diabetics in Latin 
America and in other countries, gaining the 
knowledge and resources to properly manage 
their diabetes is an equally difficult task. 
Perhaps more important than reaching the 
summit is our goal of raising $2 million US 
to aid in that effort.”

Funds raised through the climb will go 
directly to non-profit organizations whose 
mission is to aid diabetics in Latin America, 
including: Insulin for Life, a San Francisco-
based organization; the International 
Diabetes Federation’s South and Central 
American region programs; and the 
Declaration of the Americas on Diabetes. 
The funds raised: will help defray the costs 
of supplying insulin, glucose monitors, and 
hypodermic needles to diabetics in under-
served areas; will help to supply educational 
materials about recent improvements in 
diabetic treatments; and will fund translation 
of these materials into Spanish. 

The IDEA 2000 expedition team includes 
men and women climbers and trekkers from 
the Czech Republic, Italy, Spain, Wales, the 
United States and Canada, including climbing 
leader Ernest Bladé of Barcelona, Spain. 
The team of mountaineers will be joined 
by two research physicians connected with 
the Institut d’Estudis de Medicina Muntanya 

(Institute for the Study of High-Altitude 
Medicine), a mountain medicine institute 
based in Barcelona, Spain, that investigates 
high-altitude physiology. 

Data gathered from the study will be 
presented at the World Congress on High 
Altitude Medicine and Physiology in 
Barcelona in 2002. This groundbreaking 
research will benefit health care providers and 
diabetics and lead to a better understanding 
of the effects of hypoxia on insulin-dependent 
diabetics.

By accomplishing their climb up 
Aconcagua, the members of IDEA 2000 hope 
to inspire others who are still struggling 
to manage the disease and to bring relief 
in the form of funds, medical resources, 
and educational materials. Working in 
collaboration with their not-for-profit 
partners, they believe their mission to 
Aconcagua in December 2000 will serve as 
a model for future climbs through which to 
raise awareness of and funds for diabetics 
living in under-served areas around the 
globe.

The mission of the all-volunteer IDEA 
2000 expedition is to promote better health 
for diabetics worldwide. IDEA 2000 is 
a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, based 
in the U.S. Its mission is supported by 
the diabetes supply companies LifeScan, 
MiniMed, Bayer Diagnostics; the 
management and technology consultant 
Booz, Allen & Hamilton; and ClifBar. To 
order an expedition t-shirt or for more 
information about the climb, please visit the 
IDEA 2000 website www.idea2000.org  
or contact Katherine at (250) 389-1560.

ocal Victoria Mountaineer to Join World’s 
Highest, All-Diabetic Team Ascent

Aconcagua Expedition
L
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Nothing captures a paddlers’ 
attention faster than the explosive 
burst of an orca’s pneumatic blow 

approaching their kayak.  Nerves tingling, 
paddle braced, the experience of a 6-ton 
leviathan gliding by one’s boat is unequalled. 
In the Pacific Northwest, opportunities for 
such encounters are quite high, yet in the past 
five years, orcas have declined alarmingly in 
both WA and BC, and paddlers may now 
soon bear witness to the orcas’ disappearance 
from the northwest.

For decades, J, K and L-pods - three 
genetically distinct families of 
orca whales - have foraged 
Northwest waters.  Since 
January 1999, these 
pods have lost 
15% of their 
members, a 
dramatic decline, 
which vastly 
contrasts the average 
3% increase in other Pacific orca populations.  
Currently, only 82 orcas remain in a 
population that historically numbered over 
100 animals.  Births are down and mortality 
has increased.  “Some causes of this decline, 
notably marine pollution and diminishing 
food supply, are tough to address,” says 
Richard Osborne, a researcher at the Whale 
Museum at Friday Harbor, WA., “The third 
cause however-- increased boat traffic and 
associated stress on these orcas -- is something 
we can deal with.” 

According to Osborne, the Institute for 
Biodiversity, a southwest ecological think-
tank that deals with endangered species, 
estimates that these orcas may be gone in 
as early as 150 years.  Osborne’s associate, 
researcher David Bain, has recently published 
a paper suggesting that the impacts of boats 
around these orcas could contribute to the 
loss of one orca annually. “We may soon 
have to implement laws restricting all vessel 
access to certain areas where these whales 
forage,” says Bain.  

Members of the paddling industry who 
share the closest encounters with orcas are 
addressing the problem head-on.  “Most 
professional kayak guides have adopted a 
series of guidelines for paddling around 
whales,” says Martine Springer, Expedition 
Director of Seaquest Kayak Expeditions of 
Friday Harbor, WA. Springer believes that 
some recreational kayakers get too excited at 
the prospect of seeing orcas up close and tend 
to ‘pursue’ the animals, approaching them 
from behind in a ‘blind spot’.  “This could 

stress the animal and sometimes causes 
a notable change in direction,” 

adds Springer, It’s better to just 
stop your motion 

and let the whales 
choose their own 
course around 
your kayak.

“When orcas 
approach, we cluster 

up our kayaks so that we 
appear as one big object. This gives orcas 
more room to navigate around us and 
surface for air without popping up in the 
middle of a bunch of boats.”  Springer 
also encourages paddlers to gently tap their 
kayaks to acoustically signal their surface 
location to passing whales, an action which 
she says sometimes even attracts curious 
whales toward her kayak.

While the impacts of kayaking around 
whales might seem minor in the context of 
other factors leading to the orcas’ decline, it is 
paramount that paddlers consider taking all 
available steps to minimize the accumulative 
impacts on all marine wildlife species – 
particularly since our encounters with these 
animals are closer, more intimate and much 
more visible to the public .  As a precaution, 
paddlers should always make themselves 
familiar with published laws and guidelines 
for kayaking around any marine mammal.

Submitted by: 
Michael Kundu, Marysville WA

Courses & tours in Clayoquot Sound with Dan Lewis & Bonny Glambeck

1 - 8 7 7 - 4 2 2 - W I L D
www.rainforestkayak.com

climbing, hiking, caving and kayaking clothing and equipment
Outfitting You For Island Adventure

Where ever your travels may take you 
on the Island (or further afield) 
stop in at

Where ever your travels may take you 
on the Island (or further afield) 
stop in at

Next to Starbucks, Discovery Harbour, Campbell River

(250) 287-4453

for personal service, 
quality equipment, 

local knowledge 
and No Bullshit!

for personal service, 
quality equipment, 

local knowledge 
and No Bullshit!

Kayak Tours

Cycling Tours

Outfitter Store

First Aid Instruction

Lessons

Two Locations to Serve You
Outfitter Store

471 Trans-Canada, Duncan
beside Bow-Mel Chrysler

250 748-0512

Rental Store
1765 Cowichan Bay Rd
at the Bluenose Marina

250 748-0511

Livin' The Dream!

www.ecowest.com
1-888-326-9378

WILDLIFE SAFARI
at Knight Inlet Lodge

RAINCOAST

1-877-764-4286
sailcone@mars.ark.com

Grizzly & Black Bears, Humpback, 
Minke and Killer Whales
Sea Lions, Bald Eagles

Fly-in all inclusive guided adventures
Sept. 1 - Oct 15

Paddlers May Witness Disappearance 
of Pacific  Northwest Orca Whales
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Residents of Tahsis, Gold River, 
Zeballos and other Nootka 
Sound communities are aware 

of the existence of the Nootka Island 
West Coast trail which spans 
approximately 35 km  from Louie Bay to 
Yuquot (Friendly Cove).  Friendly Cove 
is not the only piece of history in this 
length of coastline. The trail, with a little 
digging would reveal countless stories of 
shipwrecks, explorers and native use.  

Today, the trail is used by visitors from distant 
places as well as many adventuresome locals.  
With the overburdened West Coast trail not far 
away, the Nootka Island trail could and does 
offset some of the traffic. Moreover, if protected, 
this rugged and beautiful landscape could form 
part of Pacific Rim National Park.  Indeed, 
we view it as a natural extension to the 
West Coast trail.  It is the missing link next 
to Clayoquot Sound in a chain of rugged, 
spectacularly beautiful, coastal hiking trails that 
draw thousands to its beaches and ancient, 
windswept coastal forests each year.  

Tourist destinations such as this are the 
resource of the present and the future. Planned 
logging and eco-tuorism lodges adjacent to the 
trail will preclude all future possibilities of 
public enjoyment and interpretation of this 
natural treasure.  Blocks slated to be logged in 
the near future will destroy the already fragile 
pristine view that allows the hiker the sensation 
of wilderness hiking.  

Nootka Island has been heavily logged, and 
its fascinating history is rapidly being replaced 
by a legacy of overcutting.  If the West Coast 
trail of Nootka Island were protected, so would  
thousands of years of history, a small piece 
of a rare and beautiful coastline, and a future 
of tourist-generated revenue.  This would help 
ensure a continued diverse economy for the 
adjacent communities, including the aboriginal 
population that would benefit from use of 
Friendly Cove as a southern terminus.  

There is strong local support for proper 
management of this trail.  We urge you to help 
ensure that this small piece of rich coastline is 
protected.

Clay Hunting and Alisa Vanderberg
Tahsis B.C.

Help preserve the Nootka Island experience 
and eco-system, write to your MLA or the 
Premier at The Parliment Buildings Victoria 
B.C. V8V 1X4

151 Dogwood St Campbell River

Simply the best 
biking gear around

286-6340
lemmings@island.net

Nootka Island Trail; 
the missing link in 
Vancouver Island’s 

West Coast Trail

LETTERS
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Factory Outlet for

Great Gear, Prices & Service!

Downtown  Victoria • 360-2181
Downtown Nanaimo • 741-1855
Downtown Courtenay • 334-3963
www.valhal la -pure.com

Vancouver Island's
"Mountain Sports"

Specialists
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(250) 338-8999

Whether you are pushing the limits or 
seeking tranquility in nature 

we sell the gear that gets you there!

meadow@island.net
www.mountainmeadowssports.com

368 5th Street, downtown Courtenay

The BC Park’s Strathcona District has 
approximately 115 protected areas 
(more may be added in the future) 

extending from Parksville to the north tip of 
Vancouver Island and including many islands 
off the east and west shores.  Of those, only 
3 parks, Rathtrevor Beach, Miracle Beach 
and Strathcona Park have traditional in-park 
interpretive programs which include school, 
day, evening and children’s “Jerry’s Rangers” 
programs.  The school programs are offered 
to classes in June just prior to the end of 
the school year, while the other programs are 
offered during the prime summer season of 
July and August.

The in-park interpretive programs have 
always been offered to the public at no cost 
and provide a forum for the delivery of natural 
history education, BC Park messages and to 
make visitors aware of park opportunities, 
safety and other parks in the area.  While 
these programs are advertised both in the park 
as well as in local newspapers, attendance at 
these programs is not high and the value of 

retaining such programs has been informally 
questioned at times.  Those with a passion for 
natural history as well as those who are active 
or supportive of park protection probably 
would gasp hearing such a comment and 
I should confirm that dropping interpretive 
programs within our parks is certainly not 
being considered at this time.  I must also 
state, that the level of attendance within 
the Strathcona District is not necessarily the 
norm for all provincial districts.

However, there is a cost associated with 
interpretive contracts and during lean times 
when all budget items must be assessed 
in terms of priorities and value, are there 
alternatives BC Parks should be considering?  
Rather than debate the need for interpretation 
programs, let’s just say interpretation is 
important, and move on to focus on the 
question of delivery. Interpretation, which 
is just one envelope of a much larger 
communication package, can be delivered in 
many forms and is not restricted to personal 
in-park programs only.  Strategically placed 

signs both in and outside parks, brochures, 
media (newspapers/magazines, radio, etc), 
websites, outreach programs, i.e. presentations 
to community groups and schools and 
participation at trade shows and events, are 
all potential vehicles to deliver interpretation 
messages and other park information.  Given 
such a wide variety of options, and comparing 
the costs Vs the potential distribution numbers 
(how many people does each method reach 
and how effective is it), are in-park interpretive 
programs an effective tool, are the high costs 
associated with them justified and are there 
other delivery options?

To perhaps encourage your creative 
thinking, a few options which come to 
my mind include;  paid for programming 
(interpretive programs delivered on a cost 
recovery basis, i.e. 2-3 dollars per person); 
reduce number of programs, i.e. deliver only 
evening or day programs and target peak times 
such as weekends; develop video’s to replace 
programs; have trained volunteers or qualified 
guest speakers deliver programs.  These are 
just thoughts and I’m not suggesting any are 
good, in fact I can see problems associated 
with all of them.  However at the same 
time, should all effort, money and time saved, 
be committed to other forms of interpretive 
communication as noted previously, would 
the benefits outweigh the impacts?

Give it some thought and if you have a 
point of view please contact Andy Smith, 
BC Parks, Extension Officer at Tel: (250) 
337-2405,  Fax: 337- 5695.  E-mail: 
Andy.Smith@gems6.gov.bc.ca 

or send letters to BC Parks, Strathcona 
District,  1812 Miracle Beach Drive, Black 
Creek, British Columbia, V9J 1K1.

PARK INTERPRETATION

by Andrew Smith

WI
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Approach: 
 The access to the Victoria-Warden massif has been greatly 

improved recently, at the cost of the timber on the north and west 
flanks. Climbing routes on the south and west sides of Victoria Peak 
can be reached either from Sayward along the White River Main or 
from Gold River via the West Main and Twaddle Lake. Logging roads 
climb to around 3,500 ft from the White River side (branch WR500) 
and from the Gold River side to 4,000 ft  (branch W-79) of West 
Main. Recent editions of logging road maps or Backroads Guidebook 
are an asset navigating  these roads. 

Access on these roads will vary with seasonal snow cover, logging 
activity and the alpinist’s nemesis - deactivation. From either WR500 or 
W-79, a short steep hike through the remaining forest reaches the crest 
of Victoria Peak’s lower south ridge. This ridge is a beautiful hike in 
its own right with small alpine lakes and incredible views of Campbell 
River, the Discovery Islands, Strathcona Park and Nootka Sound. 

To reach the Victoria Glacier and Warden Peak, the fastest access 
is now from a new branch of WR380 which is currently at an 
elevation of around 2,700 ft. A long traverse is still required from this 
road so while it may save elevation gain it may still be faster just to 
head directly up to the glacier from WR381 on the old route.

Summer Routes
*** North East Buttress: 5.8 400m (lll)

Approach base of buttress from Victoria Glacier. Eight pitches 
direct up the steep buttress crest with good protection and solid rock. 
Incredible exposure, views toward Campbell River and big alpine 
character. Finish on Northeast Summit. To reach the Main Summit 
traverse boulder field across ridge crest. Descend route by rappel 
back to Victoria Glacier or take the South Face route down to the 
lower south ridge. It is possible to drop down the west side off the 
lower south ridge and traverse back to the Victoria Glacier under the 
west face (see photo above) if camping on that side. 
FA: Greg Foweraker & Don Newman 1986

Victoria Peak 
 2,163m (7,095 ft)

Victoria and Warden Peaks are distinctive landmarks from 
Campbell River, rising high out of the White River with no mountains 
of comparable elevation nearby. The peaks have excellent rock and 
an  alpine scale and character unrivalled outside of Strathcona Park.

WR500
WR380

From WR381

W-79

Warden & Victoria Peaks northeast aspect from Kokummi Mtn, Dec.

Warden & Victoria Peaks north aspect

Victoria
Glacier

WILD ISLEWILD ISLE
Route Guide
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West Ridge

The Sceptre

approach

South 
Ridge

* East Ridge: 4th class 300m (ll)
Reach the snowfiled as for the South East 

Face Route. Straightforward scramble onto 
the NE Summit, traverse across boulder field 
to main summit.
FA: John Roberts et al 1990

* South East Face: 5.5/4th class 300m (ll)
Standard route up Victoria Peak but not 

without difficulty. Approach via the lower 
south ridge. Follow the well worn path along 
the ridge almost to the “notch”. A well 
cairned route descends slightly on the east 
side down to a large snowfield. Traverse and 
climb up the snowfield under the “notch” to 
reach the base of a ramp and a slightly 
off balance 5.5 corner system that leads up 
from the snow onto the South East Face. 
Head rightward then directly up 4th class 
terrain to one last steep step before the top. 
Descend same route. Rappel anchors in place 
at corner.
FA: Syd Watts, Otto Winnning et al 1950’s

** West Ridge: 4th class 800m (lll)
A long and easy scramble, wild exposure 

but lots of loose rock. Best reached from  
White River approach.
FA: Unknown

* South Ridge: 5.8 500m (lll)
Start up the right side of the west face to gain 

the crest of the south ridge above “the notch”. 
Continue up the crest with two 5.8 pitches.
FA: Mike Norton & Scott Jackson 12th June, 2000

*** The Sceptre: 5.8 600m (lll)
Climbs the awesome coulior that splits the 

west face of Victoria Peak. Can be reached 
by heading up direct from WR500 or via 
the South Ridge and descending slightly to 
traverse in to base of the route. The rock 
is excellent and the climbing fun with steep 
sections seperated by good belay ledges. Near 
the top the coilior narrows to a chimney, 
break off left avoiding the chimney to finish 
up a steep headwall joining the West Ridge 
right to the Main Summit.
FA: Curtis Lyon & Philip Stone 14th August, 1997

Gas Station

Kelsey Bay

Sayward

Mt Alston

W
hi

te
 R

iv
er

 M
ai

n

W
arden Peak

Mt Cain

Mt Elliot

Jagged Mtn

Macquinna Peak
Schoen Peak

Victoria Peak

19

Mt Romeo

Sutton Peak

Mt Nora

Gold Lake

WR500

W-79

WR381

WR380

East Main

West Main

from Gold River

Woss-Gold River Rd

Winter Routes
*** North Face: 5.10 AI4 300m (lV)

Approach from Victoria-Warden col. Steep 
mixed climbing up ice falls and rock bands.  
5.10 pitch near the top. First ascent party did 
not complete the route to the summit.
FA: R. Johnson et al January, 1986

South Ridge
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The Sayward Forest Canoe Route 
near Campbell River on Vancouver 
Island connects several large and 

small lakes into a forty-seven kilometer loop. 
The larger lakes of Mohun, Amor, Brewster 
and Lower Campbell, have long been familiar 
to local campers as great spots for summer 
holidays.

On a sunny day in August, my wife and 
kids dropped me off at the beginning of the 
portage to Gosling Lake, the first one on my 
trip. Most portages here are on old logging 
roads and this one was no exception other 
than it was the first of the trip. It was up 
a steep road and the morning was 
very hot and my leg and shoulder 
muscles were asking me if I was sure I 
really wanted to do this. However, all 
doubts vanished when I saw Gosling 
Lake, nestled among gentle hills. 

A half hour of paddling across 
Gosling Lake brought me to the next 
portage, a sloppy muddy affair up over a 
rock outcrop, across a logging road and down 
a swamp. The narrow and shallow end of 
Higgins Lake is crammed with old trees lying 
in the water surrounded by lots of reeds 
and bulrushes through which one has to 
paddle, pole, push or drag the canoe. This 
lake and the next one,Lowrie Lake, are small 
and I assumed are rarely visited as there are 
no convenient boat launching sites off the 
logging roads. Throughout this first part of 
the trip I had the feeling that the only people 
to see these lakes from one year to the next 
are the few canoeists who brave the portages 
and mosquitoes to get there. 

Little Lowrie Lake is separated form large 

Mohun Lake by the Menzies Bay Mainline, a 
major logging road built and maintained by 
MacMillan Bloedel for its logging operations 
to the west side of the Island.

Mohun Lake is a long narrow body of 
water that stretches over nine kilometers 
towards Menzies Mountain to the North. 
Large trout are routinely caught here and 
I was very tempted to fly fish some quiet 
spots along the way but, to tell the truth, the 
weather was so hot and the water so warm 
near the surface I figured the likelihood of 
my catching supper to be between slim and 
nil.

Once through the narrows near the top of 
the Lake, I began to look for a camping spot 
and soon found a grassy flat spot at the end 
of the Lake near the beginning of the 1.6 km, 
portage to Twin Lakes. As the sun set behind 
the hills, I fished for the many fish rising 
to the surface for the evening feed. Before 
zipping myself into my sleeping bag for the 
night, I cached my food and gear using a rope 
and a nearby tree to keep it from the local 
bears.

Eight thirty the next morning found me 
portaging the canoe over a good, well marked 
trail through a forest to Twin Lakes. The 
portage route, at 1.6km, is the second longest 
on the route and I was glad to be doing it 
first thing in the day before it got too hot. 

After returning for my pack and other gear 
I pushed off into a shallow swamp full of 
bulrushes, ducks and song birds. The water 
level through this part was lower than it 
had been on any of my previous four trips 
and it wasn’t long before I had to accept the 
fact that I was going nowhere fast. Bracing 
myself with a paddle and the canoe, I gingerly 
stepped out of the dry canoe into two feet 
of muck and water! Once I’d become used 
to struggling past my knees in the mud, 
it became easier and somewhat straight 
forward to pull the canoe along with my gear 
and dog still in the canoe. 

After struggling for an hour or so, 
I was able to hop back into the canoe 
and continue paddling. At this point 
it was getting close to noon and the 
wind had started to pipe up form 
the North.This was good because it 
brought clear weather but it was also 
bad because it was blowing straight 

into my face. The gusty wind and the slight 
chop on the water made for some strenuous 
paddling to reach the far end of Twin Lakes. 

This Lake has also been stocked with trout 
and some campers I talked with had had good 
fishing in the early mornings and evenings. 

The next portage was through some 
pleasant woods and, like the other portages, 
had canoe rests along the path. These devices 
are nothing more than a stout pole attached 
between two trees on which to lean one end 
of the canoe. These canoe rests are eagerly 
anticipated on a portage and I found myself 
categorizing each portage not by its length in 
kilometers but by the number of rests I took 
on each one. 

by Brien Dolan.

excitement, challenging situations and 
peaceful drifting through a huge wetland 

full of eagles, wood ducks and loons.

EDITORS'CHOICE
Wins $100
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I paddled quickly through Amor Lake for 
no other reason than I was apprehensive 
about the wind and wanted to be sure that if 
it sprang up again, it would be at my back. 
This Lake is shaped like an “L” with the first 
arm lying East-West while the second arm 
runs North-South. Sure enough, the wind 
came up and made it hard and strenuous for 
me to get around the corner of this Lake.

The short, park-like portage over to 
Surprise Lake has the humorous name of “Mr. 
Canoehead Recreation Site”. Inaccessible by 
road, this campground is used solely by 
boaters and canoeists. After a day and a 
half on the trip. the dry sense of humor of 
the Forestry Service in naming this portage 
Mr. Canoehead, after the C.B.C. character, 
brought a grin to my face.

Surprise Lake is relatively small and is 
surrounded by rolling tree covered hills. I 
would think that if people wanted a pristine 
wilderness Lake all to themselves, it would 
be hard to beat this one. 

However, the relentless wind and the 
brilliant sunshine drove me on so that by 
mid-afternoon I found myself facing the 2.2 
km portage over to the top end of Brewster 
Lake. This route follows old logging roads 
and made for walking that was hard on my 
feet. On top of that there are no canoe rests 
along this part of the trail so I had to resort to 
searching for likely branches in nearby trees 
when I needed a rest. I found this portage 
back breaking and it took four good rests for 
me to do it all. 

After an afternoon break and a large drink 
of juice, I paddled out onto Brewster Lake, 
a 5 km. long Lake. Brewster is bounded by 
logging roads on both sides and each year 
attracts a lot of campers, particularly at 
the South end near the site of the old 
Camp Five logging settlement. This was a 

bunkhouse community with a small school 
and other services that housed loggers and 
their families. In the days before easy car 
travel, Camp Five was one of many isolated 
logging communities up and down Vancouver 
Island. Virtually all of them have disappeared 
once transportation improved and loggers 
and their families insisted on moving to the 
nearest town. 

My camp for the second night was on 
a man-made beach two thirds of the way 
down Brewster Lake. With the wind at my 
back and with white caps on the water, my 
traveling speed was quite swift. Nevertheless, 
the hot sun and the hard work of the day had 
made me quite weary and my first priority 
on landing was to find a shady spot, relax 
and brew some tea. 

My third day started cloudy with a gusty 
wind from the west. Fearing the weather 
might be taking a turn for the worse, I had 
a quick breakfast and headed on down the 
Lake to the quiet and flat river that leads 
south into Gray Lake. Looking more like a 
widening in the river than a true Lake, Gray 
Lake had several groups of campers on it. 

In fact I had to portage through two 
campsites at the end of the Lake to get to the 
next part of the river. One group of campers 
was still in their trailer and the others looked 
at me as if I was a lost mountain man. 

A series of gentle rapids met me around 
the next bend. I knew about these from my 
four previous trips and also by consulting my 
map of this route. This map, by the way, is 
available free from the Ministry of Forests 
Office in Campbell River and is indispensable 
to anyone planning to canoe this route.

My only concern about the upcoming 
rapids was the low level of water in the 
river which in turn would dictate whether 
I could run or portage each set of rapids. One 
year, due to a particular dry spring and 

low water level, my canoe couldn’t even be 
lined through these rapids but had to be 
emptied and portaged down the rocks beside 
the river. This year thankfully, there was just 
the right amount of water for this stretch of 
this river with enough water to run most of 
the rapids and to line the rest of them. This 
part of the river between Gray and Fry Lake 
is one of my favorite parts of the entire trip. It 
combines excitement, challenging situations 
and peaceful drifting through a huge wetland 
full of eagles, wood ducks and loons.

By alternating between river walking and 
paddling, I soon found myself moving south 
down Fry Lake, drifting over huge first 
growth tree stumps left from the 1940’s when 
the John Hart Dam was built to provide 
water and electricity for the Elk Falls Pulp 
Mill at Campbell River. It is both eerie and 
spectacular to drift over the surface of the 
water while just below are very large stumps 
which appeared to be at least as wide as my 
16’ canoe.

After entering Lower Campbell Lake, the 
Sayward Forest Canoe Route continues East 
along the Lake to the portage trail to Gosling 
Lake. A canoeist, can either end the trip 
there where it started or continue on down 
the Lake to either McIvor Lake or to Forbes 
Landing to end their water trip.

This time however, I had planned to 
continue on up the Campbell River, portage 
up and over the Strathcona Dam to get 
into the Upper Campbell Lake and Buttle 
Lake systems. So instead of turning left and 
heading out I went right and headed towards 
Strathcona Dam. 

Given the cool, wet spring and summer 
we had experienced on Vancouver Island 
that year, it wasn’t surprising that all the 
campsites at this spot were were also full. The 
portage up the road around this high earthen 
dam was another long and difficult grunt 
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and my only consolation lay in knowing that 
the next time I would have to put the canoe 
on my shoulders would be to put it on my 
truck at the far end of Buttle Lake. 

That afternoon of my third day was again 
sunny and windy and so, not even bothering 
to troll my fishing line, I paddled and let the 
wind push me on down this large body of 
water called Upper Campbell Lake. A three 
hour afternoon paddle found me turning into 
the docks at Strathcona Park Lodge for both 
a long rest and a cold can of pop. 

That evening found me on the beach at 
another Forestry Camp area just passed the 
Lodge on the east side of Upper Campbell 
Lake. Dinner that evening was a noodle, 
macaroni and tuna concoction that really 
hit the spot. Its strange how the food I eat 
while hiking or canoeing always tastes just 
fine but if I had to eat it at home I probable 
wouldn’t! 

Early the next day I anxiously started 
off through the narrows underneath the 
bridge separating Upper Campbell and Buttle 
Lakes and moved on to my rendezvous with 
my family at the Buttle Lake Provincial 
Campground.

After a swim, a picnic and catching up on 
the news, it was time to go. My eight year 
old son and I packed our gear into the canoe 
and pushed off. The rest of the family would 
meet us the next day at the end of the Lake.

Though it was windy, both of us fished our 
way the 2 kms. along to the Marine Campsite 
at Wolf Creek on the west shore of Buttle 
Lake our campsite for that night. Wolf Creek 
is a cold and spectacular river that starts as 
a waterfall in a rocky grotto a short distance 
from the lake. Fishing in all tributaries of 
Buttle Lake is prohibited so being able to see 
large trout lazily moving between rocks in the 
crystal clear mountain water caused mixed 
emotions in both of us. Besides remembering 
this spot as a sheltered scenic and clean 
campsite, the thing I’m sure my son will 
remember was the incredible number of baby 
frogs to be found under the rocks along the 
shore. In spots their numbers resembled flies 
at a cookout and my son caught three or 
four dozen in no time at all. After exploring 
the area some more and releasing the frogs 
for the night, we settled in to supper by the 
campfire and an evening of story telling. 

Nine o’clock the next day found us rounding 
the point by the river mouth and turning our 
canoe down wind to continue on our trip. Gus 
trolled a shiny spoon behind the canoe for most 
of the trip, but like me, had no luck.

Even though there was wind and small 
whitecaps that day we moved along quite well 
paddling close to shore. The trip down Buttle 
Lake is very scenic with new vistas opening 
up around every point of land. Snow capped 
mountains, rocky crags and cliffs on either side 
of the Lake make this the most scenic section of 
the entire trip. Past Wolf Creek Marine Campsite 
there are two additional marine campsites on 
the west side of the Lake one at Marblerock Cr. 
and one at Phillips Cr. and then Ralph River 
Provincial Campsite which is on the east side of 
the Lake. 

Shortly after passing Ralph River at noon, the 
wind shifted around to the south and brought 
white caps and waves directly into our faces. 
At that moment, we were near the center of 
the Lake and had some difficult paddling to get 
close to the western shore and out of the head 
wind. Our forward progress became very slow 
and tiring so we decided to walk and line the 
canoe along the shore and out of the head 
wind. Our progress from there to Myra Falls, 
about 3 or 4km. altered between wadding in the 
water and dragging the canoe along the shore or 
hopping into it to paddle short distances when 
we could. As the day was sunny and the water 
was warm, I felt good about our situation and 
was happy about my son’s reaction to this new 
situation. “This is fun,” he exclaimed. “it’s like 
a real outdoor adventure.” There was a smile a 
mile wide on his face and his enthusiasm was 
proof enough for me.

Luckily, we were able to paddle into the 
mouth of Myra Falls, a spectacular water fall 
that cascades over several rocky shelves on it’s 
way to the Lake. The water in the rocky pool at 
the base of the last falls is very cold and the air 
is misty and cool. 

Leaving the falls, we paddled a short distance 
along the shore 
to the mouth 
of Price Creek 
at the extreme 
south end of 
Buttle Lake, 
thereby ending 
for me a 
cha l leng ing 
and satisfying 
95 km., 5 day 
canoe trip. I 
believe that 
very few 
people have 
ever canoed 

this entire chain of Lakes in north central 
Vancouver Island and it remains a seldom 
visited, but accessible, wilderness canoe trip.

WI

Mt McBride above Buttle Lake, Strathcona Park
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phone: 1-888-545-5595
e-mail: seakayak@island.net
www.island.net/~seakayak

phone: 1-888-545-5595
e-mail: seakayak@island.net
www.island.net/~seakayak

Sayward Forest Canoe Route
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Do you hear that?” Sean asked.
“No.” I refused to believe anything 

else could go wrong.  My mind blocked 
out the new gravely roar that was coming from the 
drivers front tire.  I wasn’t sure if I was going to be 
on time for the dinner party, as it was, getting a flat 
was only going to make me later.  

Sean peered out his window, craning his neck, 
trying hard to see his front tire. “I’ m going to check 
it out,” With concern on his face he pulled his 
truck to the side of the logging road.  

Sure enough the front tire was flat.
“I don’t know if we were meant to paddle 

this river.”  I complained.  Sean didn’t reply, but 
handed me the tire iron.  I lay in the mud at the 
back of his little truck, in my wet suit, and began 
lowering the spare tire, hanging stubbornly to the 
undercarriage.   

Over an hour before we had been driving up and 
down White River Main logging road attempting 
to find the right pullout.  We needed to put in 
below the falls.  

WHITERIVER
by Ryan Stuart

imagining nightmarish scenes of my late arrival, I 
cringed at the embarrassment.  First dinner with 
the girlfriends family, what a disaster.

We were in the right area but we needed to find 
the right pullout.

A year before two friends had headed North on 
Vancouver Island’s highway 19, to  the Sayward 
turnoff and the White River.  The water had 
been low and they had returned with tales of an 
unrunnable drop with a difficult portage.  Popular   
opinion was that they had put in too high.  The 
heinous drop was the falls.  I really wanted to 
avoid that situation.  

Using the out of date directions, well marked 
logging roads and grade three problem solving we 
found the right pullout, and the noisy waterfall 
above.  My heart beat a little slower.    

We changed quickly and packed all the dry 
clothes away as the first drops fell out of the dark 
sky.   It was soon pouring.

Paul and Marty, the fourth member of our 
team, carried the boats down the steep path to 
the river.   Meanwhile, Sean and I began the car 
ferry. 

There I sat, 2/3 of the car shuttle complete, 
struggling with rusted screws holding the tire in 
place, cursing the rain and trying to ignore my 
itchy wet suit. The rain was falling harder than 
ever.  

Sean noted how ridiculous we must look, 
dressed in muddy wet suits, on the side of a 
logging road, changing a tire! We broke into fits of 
laughter.

Finally I sat content in the eddy at the put in.  
All the crap was over it was time for fun.  

By my calculations, if the run went without a 
hitch and we didn’t play too much, I would still 
make dinner on time.

I pulled out of the eddie and began paddling 
down stream.  I led, rushing the others as subtly 
as possible.  We had run several boulder gardens 
when the tree lined banks began steepening and 
pressing in on the sides of the rivers.  Small ledges 
began breaking up the technical boulder drops.  
The rapids started to get harder.

I continued the down river race. Play waves, 
glassy green, and holes of churning white, begged 
to be played with.  I promised I would be back 
another day.   We didn’t stop to scout or play for 
the first hour.

The canyon made the river feel more remote 
then it was.  The water constricted between 
rock walls and boulders.  The rapids increased 
in difficulty, up to three plus,  forcing us to scout 
what lay ahead.   

The largest drop was a tight section of 
river, interspersed with mid-stream boulders.  

Following the instructions in the guide book 
would have made the search alot easier.  
Unfortunately, White River Main, the logging 
road the shuttle is normally run on, had been 
deactivated a few weeks before.  

Pulling into the White River gas station that 
morning we had asked the owner about the road.  

“Bridge is out and the road is being deactivated.  
To get to the falls you will have to...”  She rattled 
on a mind numbing, in-depth description of other 
logging roads that will bring us to a bridge over 
the White,where we can back track, down White 
River Main, to the put in.  

Sounded simple enough, generally we were to 
follow the logging road right behind the gas station 
and it would take us where we wanted.  

Paul, my paddling buddy, took out his map 
and navigated us up the White River Valley on 
improved logging roads. 

It took us where we wanted but, it is twice 
the distance of the old shuttle. I was losing hope 
of a prompt arrival at the dinner party.  I began 
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North Island Kayak Rentals & Tours
Serving

 Northern Vancouver Island 
and the Central Coast

For information or brochure Toll Free 1 877-949-7707
nikayak@island.net www.island.net/~nikayak

2 locations 
Alder Bay/Johnstone Strait & 

Port Hardy

2 locations 
Alder Bay/Johnstone Strait & 

Port Hardy

www.adventuresvi.com

Personalized Adventure Tours
In Canada's Pacific Paradise

Personalized Adventure Tours
In Canada's Pacific Paradise

Personalized Adventure Tours
In Canada's Pacific Paradise

1 800 979-9297

Leave the details to us

And be ready for the 
greatest vacation of your life!

The Bear’s Embrace
Patricia Van Tighem
Greystone Books
ISBN 1-55054-807-7
$29.99 cloth
In first picking up “The Bear’s 

Embrace”, I had initially 
expected to read about the horror 
of being attacked by a Grizzly 
Bear. What I was not prepared for 
was the poignant and relentless 
tale of survival -  the aftermath 
of “The Bear’s Embrace”. 

Patricia Van Tighem shares the 
unfathomable experience of her 
life with the reader. She honestly 
and eloquently tells her story 
from pre-attack through the next 
17 years after the tragic grizzly 

Several currents converged and 
ran between a massive boulder 
and a sheer cliff.  A thin tongue 
fell into a series of holes and 
waves.  Four boats passed through 
unscathed.  

With the adrenaline still 
pumping, the banks fell back, 
the river widened and eased and 
we were soon pulling out of the 
water at the gas station.

I looked at my watch, I was 
going to be on time.

The rain had not relented 
since the outset of our paddle.  I 
pulled the car around so we could 
change under cover.  I pressed 
the unlock button, slammed my 
door and walked to the back of 
the car.  The back wouldn’t open.  
I tried it again.  It was locked!  I 
ran to the front.  It was locked 
too!  It sunk in.  I had pressed 
lock instead of unlock.  The keys 
sat, out of touch, in the ignition.  

I was going to be so late.  I 
wanted to kick something.  No, 
break something.  I hopped up 
and down swearing.  

Luckily we were at a gas 
station.  A mechanic soon arrived 
to jimmy the lock.  He struggled 

with it for twenty minutes, finally 
an adjustment to his tool and 
the sweet sound of the lock 
unlocking rang out.    

We ran the shuttle and were 
speeding down the highway soon 
after.

The string of misfortunes only 
proved to make this run more 
memorable.  The White River is 
amazing. It feels very remote, and 
is incredibly beautiful. The entire 
section has no noticeable sign 
of human interference.  I will 
never forget looking downstream, 
after one of the hardest rapids, 
adrenaline pumping through my 
veins.  Ahead a cedar leaned 
out over the banks of  the river.  
A small cloud of fog floated by 
just off the calm water, whose 
glassy surface was only broken 
by splashes of falling rain drops.  
It was one of the most beautiful 
scenes I had ever seen.  I wished 
I had a camera.  Instead we all sat 
back and enjoyed the moment.

Oh, I was 45 fashionable 
minutes late in the end, right on 
time to get a drink before dinner.  
I had nothing to worry about. 

bear encounter in Waterton 
Lakes National Park in  1983.

A life in which everything 
desperatley changes as a result 
of one moment in time is woven 
in words so raw and compelling 
I could not put this book down. 
These intense challenges of living 
as wife and mother with 
permanent physical 
disfigurment, persistent pain, 
f l a s h b a c k s , n i g h t m a r e s , 
insomnia, and ultimatly, 
psychological obsticals take the 
reader on Patricia’s terrifying 
journey. 
It is the ongoing torture of 

painful reconstructive surgeries 
coupled with the psycological 
trauma of living in agony and 
everpresent fear of “The Bear’s 
Embrace” that make this book 
at times seem to drone on in 
places. But, this drone is 
indicative of Patricia’s life; 
surgery after surgery, recurring 
mental sickness, marital obsticals 
on top of all the other day to 
day challenges of being human. 
Patricia Van Tighem doesn’t 
sugar the scene by telling you 
how glad she is to be alive 
but how she struggles to stay 
alive. This is a dark truth, yet 
somewhere in this book there 
is a light;  a glow of honesty, 
strength and familial love. 

REVIEWSWHITE
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Bella Bella, Hakai Passage, Broughton Archipelago, 
Johnstone Strait, Kyuquot Sound, Esperanza Inlet, Nootka 
Sound, Clayoquot Sound (North & South), Barkley Sound, 
Georgia Strait- North, Desolation Sound, Sunshine Coast, 

Gulf Islands, Quatsino and Goletas Channel.

Coast Recreation Maps

Specializing in marine areas along 
the B.C. coast 15 maps available

Suite 547, 185-911 Yates St.  Victoria, B.C.  V8V 4Y9 
www.coastalwatersrec.com/maps/ 

info@coastalwatersrec.com

hannon
Surfboards

 Quadra Island 
Sea Canoe Tours 

  250 285-2751
www.quadraisland.bc.ca/islanddreams

Island Dreams 
a d v e n t u r e s

Wilby Inn Backpackers

 Ideal for 1 person or 10.
Full cooking and laundry facilities.

Welcome hikers, cyclists, kayakers 
or anyone in need of a rest

Eagles, seals, amazing views, peace, 
laughter, space & waterfront access.

Ph 250 285-2573
10 min. from ferry. 129 Joyce Rd, Quadra Island

Single, double, dorm: day, week or month rates.

www.wildislemagazine.bc.ca/advertising

Affordable • Direct • Effective

OVER 20,000 WILD ISLE READERS WILL 
SEE THIS PAGE. THEY COULD BE SEEING YOU!

Display Advertising

Reach a Wide Audience

Call today 250 285-2234

WILD ISLEWILD ISLE

DIRECTORY

I was paddling down the west 
coast of Vancouver Island 
somewhere off the Brooks 

Peninsula. I was far out aiming for 
Kyuquot, the land hardly visible in 
the distance. The wind had died 
down the day before and a thin 
hazy overcast screened away the 
sun. Another 30-mile day, now in 
spectacularly calm seas. I was 
paddling long distance and the 
enjoyment of covering miles was on 
my mind.

As the sky reflected almost 
perfectly on the mirror-like sea it 
didn’t make much difference if I 
looked into the sky or onto its 
reflection on the water surface. And 
because of the thin overcast in 
the distance a horizon was hardly 
discernible. So the sky was 
everywhere, without separation: 
above, underneath, around -- I 
paddled in the sky, I moved through 
the clouds. In fact it was difficult not 
to slip into this mind-blowing illusion 
of being suspended in boundless sky, 
not only because its reflection was 
nearly flawless but because image 
and reflection flowed into each other 
without separation. The horizon, this 
universal reference for the mind, was 
missing. And there seemed to be 
no other optical clue to raise doubt 
that this sensation of hovering in 
the sky could possibly be an illusion. 
My little wake spreading out behind 
me gave the only faint sensation 
of motion; I clearly drifted through 
open space.

The coast was miles away - wild, 
beautiful as this planet in its original 
state. I had paddled with a bunch of 
Dolphins for hours and they seemed 
to have accepted me in their group. 
Moving on in silence, I couldn’t 
imagine any place I would rather 
be. Now the water was quiet again 
and I heard whales far away - this 
awesome sound of explosive hissing 
exhale and roaring inhale that seems 
to touch a primeval nerve in us.

I couldn’t see them at first but 
I heard them draw nearer my way. 
Without being really aware of it 
I stopped paddling and waited. 
Everything around was absolutely 
silent and calm, and something was in 
the air that made me hold my breath.

Then, not more than 6m away 
without a sound, without any splash 
or wave, without even a riffle, the 
water-plane heaved up and a 
mountain of glass rose up from the 
surface. A huge dark body emerged 
from this glassy mountain, and water 
slid away from it without the slightest 
turbulence; in fact it disappeared: it 
ran off so smoothly and unperturbed, 
I have never seen water move that 
way. The water surface just deformed, 
changed into this body; matter 
changed its appearance, although 
somehow mysteriously no physical 
process of transition seemed to take 
place. The nostril opening appeared, 
and with a magical primordial roar a 
gush of mist shot up high into the air 
and I got wet all over.

Only then did I realize that it was 
real and not just a fantastic dream. 
A dorsal fin came up, somehow 
small in relation to the massive body; 
and suddenly I sensed the gigantic 
size of the animal, felt its life with 
overwhelming intensity and saw its 
wonderful motion so gentle and yet 
incredibly powerful.

When he disappeared again as 
noiselessly and softly as he had come 
up he left the surface without any 
traces, no swirls or flow patterns, just 
glassy sea reflecting the sky. It was 
almost impossible to believe what I 
had seen. I sat there in my kayak and 
felt as if an angel had touched me. It 
dawned on me that the whale could 
have easily tipped me over, but then 
I knew that he must have been aware 
of me and that it might have been 
a moment of mysterious significance 
when he chose to emerge so close and 
somehow bless me with his spray.                         

Klaus Kommoss    
Sequim  1999

Solitude And A 
Blessing Encounter

Directory ads are $45/issue
Call today 250 285-2234 or eMail: wildisle@island.net
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Canada’s largest outdoor sports 

and travel marketplace…

Over 200 exhibits!

Adventure awaits in…

The Action Sports Zone

The MAZDA Water Sports Zone

The NIKON International 

Adventure\Travel Zone

The Bike Expo

SEE IT!

Experience the thrill…

• Whitewater Demo Pool

• The Indoor North Shore 

Mountain Bike Challenge

• 30 ft. Rock Climbing Wall

• Mountain Bike Test Track

• Adventure Racing

DO IT!

Travel tales and expedition 

tips in the Adventure and 

Discovery Seminar 

Theatres

Contests! Prizes! Win 

Trips & Gear!

LIVE IT!

VANCOUVER-February 16-18, 2001 – BC Place      TORONTO-February 23-25, 2001 – International Centre
CALGARY-March 30 - April 1, 2001 – Roundup Centre

www.nationalevent.com

For Exhibition Information Call: 
Ron (Toronto)

1-800-891-4859   (905) 477-2677
ronc@nationalevent.com

Rebecca/Nicole (Vancouver)
(604) 929-7442

info@momentumevents.com

Maureen (Calgary)
(403) 246-7276

maureenhenderson@sprint.ca
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Touring Vancouver Island
Campbell River

Tidemark Theatre
Tuesday November 21st 

Courtenay
Sid Williams Theatre

Friday, November 24th

Nanaimo
Port Theatre

Wednesday November 22nd

WATCH LOCALLY
for posters announcing ticket 

outlets and show times.


